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In this talk I discuss effects of gluon emission in soft collisions, the so-called "soft radiation" in the Fritiof
model. It is seen e.g. that the pj i» the fragmentation regions, the seagull effert, increases with energy in fair
agreement with experiments. I also discuss the content of strange and heavier quarks in high/rj- gluon jots.
Within the dipole scheme for QCD cascades one finds a larger production of heavier quarks than in previous
approaches. Qualitative agreement with data is obtained for the A'/ir ratio and D meson production.

The results presented in this talk have been obtained in

collaboration with B. Andersson, L. Lönnblad and U. Pet-

tersson in Lund.

I. Gluon Emission in Soft Hadronic Collisions

In the Fritiof model for hadronic collisions [1] it is assumed

that the confining colour field behaves like a vortex line in

a superconductor. When two hadrons collide in a soft colli-

sion it is assumed that there is a (dominantly) longitudinal

momentum exchange but 110 colour exchange. The exchange

of colour would imply a recoupling of the colour charges and

would necessarily involve the cores of the vortex lines and

not only the more extended colour field surrounding them.

After the momentum exchange the colour charges in each

hadron are going apart, and this is expected to cause gluon

bremsstrahlung in a way similar to that in c+«~ annihilation

or D1S.

The colour charges in a hadron are however not expected

to be localized to points as in e+e~ annihilation, and this

implies that short wavelengths are suppressed. The wave-

length of emitted radiation must be longer than the antenna

size. A similar effct is present also in DIS as discussed in ref.

[2]. If a gluon is radiated with a certain A'T. then we imagine

an effective antenna with transverse size XT — 2ir/kr which

can radiate coherently. If the energy is distributed linearly,

as expected for a vortex line, then the kineinatiral limit for

radiation from this effective antenna is kj ~ mMr~M. where

M is the excited hadron mass. This should be compared with

the total kineniatical limit fcf ~ vi/2?"*'"1. As a result the

maximum possible kf for an emitted gluon is ~ vTI rather

than ~ M. Gluons with higher transverse momentum can

thus only come from hard scattering.

A new version of the Fritiof Monte Carlo (Fritiof 5) in-

cludes gluon cascades with this constraint. This "soft brems-

strahhmg" was only crudely implemented in earlier Monte

Carlo versions. Hard parton scattering is, however, not yet

included in this version.

As an example fig. 1 shows preliminary results for the

seagull effect. We note that "the seagull lifts its wings" as

the energy is increased in fair agreement with experiments.
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Figure 1: Energy weighted average I>T<< in >£• as a func-
tion of XF for h'+]> — C~ + A" between 12.7 and 250 GeV/c
[10]. The curves are preliminary results from "soft gluon
bremsstrahlung" for 32 ( ) and 250 GeV/c (—).
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II. The Process </ — qq in Pert. QCD Showers

In perturbative Q(.'l) gluons are emitted according to di-

pole formulae. For a qqg system t lie gluoii distribution cor-

responds to a dipole spanned betweeu the q and the ij. Also

for a qqgg system the distribution of the hårdes gluon. g{.

corresponds to the qq dipole while the distribution of the

second, softer, gliion tji corresponds to two dipoles. one be-

tween q and <)\ a»d one between ij\ and q [3]. In the same way

a third, still softer, gluon is distributed in accordance with

three dipoles <i<Jt.gi!]2-<Ji<h and soon. Thus in the <\ipoh ap-

prori unit ion to the QCD shower the dipoles are successively

split into smaller and smaller pieces [4].

This procedure takes automatically into account the an-

gular ordering <h\e to soft gluon interference. It is imple-

mented in the Monte Carlo simulation program ARIADNE

[5]. Previous versions of ARIADNE neglected the gluon split-

ting process tj — qq in the cascade but this process is included

in the new version ARIADNE 3.

In the dipole formulation the natuial ordering variable

in the cascade is transverse momentum kj. rather than the

virtual mass Q2, used in conventional treatments of the QCD

shower. These <|uantities are connected by the relation k'j =

Q2-~.{ I —.:). If we compare the two competing processes in I he

cascade, tj — <jij and IJ — qq. we note that the distributions

have the following singularity structure.
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At each slep in the cascade the "hardest" breakup is CIIOMMI

by means of a Sudakhov form factor. If "hardest" is defined

by an ordering in Q2 we see that there is a high probability

to pick a small ;-vnlue in the process q — gg while it is less

likely to pick the process g — qq. If instead we order in kj-,

these case» with small ;-values will be treated as "softer" and

it will be lKore likely to pick the process g — qi;.

For ii- and d-qtiarks this hard production in the. pertur-

bative rascade is swamped by the larger quark production

in t lie soft hadronization process. For strange and heavier

quarks there is, however, a significant effect. Thus in the

dipole approximation we find many more D and H mesons

than in the conventional approach to the parton cascade and

also the K/IT ratio is inn-cased at the "tips'" of gluon jets [9].

Some results are presented in fig. 2 which shows the re-

sults for A*/ir and D,'ir ratios in high-pr jets produced in

pp collisions at 1.8 TeV. Our results are in qualitative agree-

ment with experimental data on the A'/ir ratio at high pj

from the CDUVV collaboration at ISR [(ij and on D* produc-

tion in high-w gluon jets presented at this conference by the

CDF and UA1 collaborations [7l.

Figure 2: A'/w and D/v ratios i.i high pr jets produced in
pp collisions at l.S TeV (solid lines). For comparison results
using the PYTHIA MC [*] are also shown (dashed lines).
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